APPLICATION FOR SCHOLARSHIP

The scholarship to the value of up to $3000 AUD, is to be used for furthering the objectives of ANZELA, adding to the knowledge and practice of education law, offering an Australian and New Zealand perspective to international education law matters, and personal knowledge and presentation experience.

NAME: 

POSITION: 

INSTITUTE / ORGANISATION: 

ANZELA CHAPTER: 

ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDENCE: 

TELEPHONE: 

FACSIMILE: 

MOBILE: 

EMAIL: 

THE APPLICATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY THE FOLLOWING:

1. **A BRIEF SUMMARY** on an attached page of the event in education law that is the reason for this application.

2. **A DETAILED OUTLINE** in one page of what is proposed to be achieved by the applicant.

3. **DETAILS OF PAST OR OTHER SPONSORSHIP**. List here or on an attached page past or current sponsorship by ANZELA Ltd (the national body) or an ANZELA Chapter, an employer, another group, organisation or agency for the event or activity for which this application is submitted.

**ANZELA LTD ADDRESS FOR THIS APPLICATION**

ANZELA The Secretary, Sue Hammond, 16/56 Whistler St, Manly NSW 2095

**CONTACT PERSON** for further information concerning the Scholarship, its terms and conditions - Sue Hammond, ANZELA Secretary, s.hammond@staff.tara.nsw.edu.au

**CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATION** preferred by 1 May each year

Version 2 May 2012
SCHOLARSHIP

Statement of Intent

This agreement refers to the awarding of a scholarship to the value of $_______AUD. The scholarship is to be used for furthering the objectives of ANZELA, adding to the knowledge and practice of education law, offering an Australian and New Zealand perspective to international education law matters, and increasing the personal knowledge and presentation experience of the recipient.

This is an Agreement between ANZELA Ltd and
_____________________________________________
of [Address] in the State of __________________________

1. ANZELA Ltd will provide to the undersigned recipient the sum of $_______AUD, by means agreed upon by both parties, for the purposes of a scholarship to undertake participation in the education law event/s detailed below:

2. The recipient agrees to provide subsequent to the event/s a written report to ANZELA Ltd. Where the scholarship is awarded in order that the recipient present his or her research at a conference, the research will subsequently be submitted (within one year of receipt of the scholarship) as an article suitable for publication in the Australia & New Zealand Journal of Law and Education.

3. In the event that the recipient is not able to take up the scholarship the amount of the scholarship in full will be refunded to ANZELA Ltd.

Signed for ANZELA Ltd by [Name]______________________________
[Position]______________________________
Date /    /20__

Signed by recipient member [Name]______________________________
ANZELA Chapter______________________________
Date /    /20__

Three copies of this Agreement are to be signed. The recipient will return two copies to the Secretary ANZELA Ltd.